
The Shaping Skills Workshop: Class Outline and Objectives


Whether you work with poodles, preschoolers, ponies, piano players, penguins, or 
some other population, this workshop will help you improve your teaching skills. 


During this 12-week virtual workshop, you will learn core concepts, refine your skills, 
and become a better teacher.


This class is not your “typical” online course. You will be an active learner. You’ll work 
through guided, step-by-step activities as you build your skills and practice teaching 
more and more complex behaviors to human and animal learners. 


What’s even better is that you won’t be learning alone. Instead, you’ll be part of a 
small, supportive community of students. Together, we will discuss concepts, help 
each other brainstorm and solve problems, and learn from each other’s experiences 
and insights. 


At the beginning, you’ll learn about reinforcement systems. You’ll practice designing 
and implementing reinforcement systems that enhance your teaching.


Next, you’ll learn a “building blocks” approach to shaping. You’ll practice designing 
optimal learning environments, capturing actions, and extending and merging actions 
to create more complex behaviors. 


Finally, you’ll learn to write, implement, and revise teaching plans. You’ll practice 
constructing plans that produce faster learning and happier learners. In addition, you’ll 
learn to evaluate your own behavior so that you can continue to improve your teaching.


Curriculum key

Core 
concepts

Short lectures (20-30 minutes) will teach you how to create optimal 
learning situations when working with both animals and people. 
These videos will be pre-recorded so that you can watch (and re-
watch) them at your own pace. Brief assignments will help you 
understand and master the concepts you are learning.

PORTL 
practice

PORTL is an interactive, table-top game that allows you to rehearse 
core concepts with another person as your learner. You’ll get to 
experiment with new teaching strategies and improve your shaping 
skills. You’ll complete these exercises with a friend, family member, 
or colleague. 

Teaching 
tasks

These activities will allow you to practice teaching behaviors with 
guidance from your instructor. You’ll first teach behaviors to your 
pet or another animal. Toward the end of the course, you’ll write 
and implement shaping plans for other adult human learners, such 
as your classmates in this course or your friends. 



Section 1: The Reinforcement System

After completing these activities, you will be able to:

— Deliver reinforcers fluently in PORTL and with an animal learner.

— Design and implement a reinforcement system for an animal. 

— Evaluate and improve reinforcement systems.


Section 2: Skills for shaping: Getting behaviors to happen

After completing these activities, you will be able to:

— Design learning environments that make certain behaviors very likely.

— Teach action behaviors in PORTL and to an animal learner. 

— Transfer behaviors to new objects, props, or settings. 

— Deliver reinforcers efficiently while teaching. 


Activity 1 Core concept: What makes something a reinforcer? 

Activity 2 PORTL practice: Reinforcer delivery

Activity 3 PORTL practice: Timing

Activity 4 Core concept: Reinforcement systems

Activity 5 Teaching task: Design a reinforcement system

Activity 6 PORTL practice: The reinforcement system—Putting it all together

Activity 7 Teaching task: Practice your reinforcement system

Activity 8 Core concept: Strategic reinforcement 

Activity 9 PORTL practice: Resetting an object

Activity 10 Teaching task: Assess and improve your reinforcement system 

Activity 1 Core concept: Learning to look for movement

Activity 2 PORTL practice: Capturing actions

Activity 3 Teaching task: Design an environment and capture a behavior

Activity 4 Core concept: Learning-to-learn skills 

Activity 5 PORTL practice: Targeting

Activity 6 Teaching task: Use a target to teach a behavior

Activity 7 Core concept: Transferring actions to new environments 

Activity 8 PORTL practice: Transferring actions

Activity 9 Teaching task: Teach an unlikely behavior 

Activity 10 Core concept: A non-linear approach to shaping



Section 3: Skills for shaping: Extending and merging behaviors

After completing these activities, you will be able to:

— Write behavioral objectives that describe a learner’s performance and the standards 
and conditions under which the performance should occur.

— Change the criteria for reinforcement based on your learner’s behavior. 

— Create a chain of two or more behaviors.  

— Use video to assess and improve your teaching skills.


Section 4: Writing, implementing, and revising teaching plans

After completing these activities, you will be able to:

— Analyze a behavior and write a list of teaching steps. 

— Teach a behavior using a plan you have written. 

— Test and revise a teaching plan based on the behavior of your learners. 


Activity 1 Core concept: Raising (and lowering) criteria 

Activity 2 PORTL practice: Raising criteria 

Activity 3 Teaching task: Practice making decisions 

Activity 4 Core concept: Writing behavioral objectives

Activity 5 Teaching task: Practice writing objectives

Activity 6 Teaching task: Make a plan (for your final project)

Activity 7 Core concept: How to build behavior chains

Activity 8 PORTL practice: Chaining

Activity 9 Teaching task: Build a behavior chain

Activity 1 Core concept: How (and why) to write a teaching plan

Activity 2 PORTL practice: Writing and implementing teaching plans

Activity 3 Teaching task: Write a teaching plan

Activity 4 PORTL practice: Writing and implementing teaching plans (continued)

Activity 5 Teaching task: Conduct your first try-outs 

Activity 6 Core concept: What is errorless learning? 

Activity 7 PORTL practice: Evaluate your shaping skills

Activity 8 Teaching task: Conduct additional try-outs


